
MEETINGS AND EVENTS
VIBRANT EVENTS IN A SOPHISTICATED SEASIDE RETREAT



WELCOME
Open the door to memorable occasions at Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara. 

Situated in an inspiring location, just 15-minutes from Salalah International Airport, 
between the Arabian Gulf and a freshwater lagoon, Al Baleed Resort Salalah by 
Anantara welcomes you with Thai-inspired hospitality and Omani heritage. 

Choose the distinctive luxury of the first luxury villa resort in Salalah for your event 
or celebration, where we curate extraordinary journeys. Create engaging experiences 
in exquisite spaces with our expert support.

136 rooms, suites and villas offer spacious accommodation amid the verdant walkways. 
Luxurious design elements complement a host of modern conveniences to delight each 
guest. Guests can roam the 250-metre private beach or visit Al Baleed Archaeological 
Park just next door in their downtime. Discover epicurean adventures at Al Mina, Sakalan,  
Mekong, and Dakar Jazz Lounge or feel relaxed at Anantara Spa.

Whether you wish to gather for team building by the ocean or host a big birthday party, 
we can tailor the perfect event. With the cultural riches of Oman on the doorstep and the 
variety of beachfront diversions in the resort, your event will be unforgettable. 



VERSATILE VENUES AND 
STUNNING SPACES
Tailor your event to perfection among refreshing indoor and 
outdoor spaces at Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara. 

Engage your guests in the grandeur of the Al Hosn Ballroom.
Map your business journey in the commanding elegance of 
the Safar Boardroom. Honour the beauty of your spectacular 
environment beside the shimmering water of the Pool Terrace 
or host your event on the white sand beach. Create an exclusive 
atmosphere in the Royal Villa at sunset.

Whether it’s a magnificent occasion or an intimate gathering, 
our versatile venues can adapt to your individual event. With 
excellent leisure facilities in the resort and epic adventures outside, 
downtime becomes part of the experience. Try a professional 
cooking class, pamper yourself in the spa, or watch a movie 
under the stars.

Relax, and soak up all Oman has to offer.



FLAWLESS OCCASIONS
Benefit from the experience and dedication of our meeting and event specialists to 
ensure your function runs smoothly. Organise a themed coffee morning, bring your 
company together for a gourmet gathering or bring some ideas to life by the lagoon. 
We tailor unforgettable events from enquiry to closing with every detail taken care of, 
from specialised equipment to extra flowers. Contact our helpful team today for more 
information.

AL HOSN BALLROOM
Our multi-purpose venue is highly flexible for events and meetings. The private entrance 
provides a feeling of exclusivity. Contemporary design is inlaid with modern grande
ur for gala dinners, product launches and company meetings.

SAFAR BOARDROOM
Host your intimate training event or board meeting in this elegant space. Natural light 
streams through the expansive windows. State-of-the-art technology is built in for 
added ease. 

POOL TERRACE
Ideal for show-stopping events set right beside the Arabian Sea. This exquisite poolside 
location is a sophisticated venue that can hold up to 250 people. 

ROYAL BEACH POOL VILLA
Treat your guests to unforgettable beach and lagoon views, best enjoyed at sunset, 
the Royal Villa is a spectacular venue for intimate gatherings in a relaxing atmosphere. 



A HOST OF MEETINGS  
AND EVENTS FACILITIES
Seating Capacities

AL HOSN 
BALLROOM

SAFAR 
MEETING ROOM

Theatre Style 100 15

Classroom Style 60 10

Cocktail Reception 150 35

Banquet Style 120 25

Cabaret Style 46 15

U Shape Style 33 12

Boardroom 42 12

Hollow Square 42 14

Size 180m2 35m2

Length x Width 15x12 7x5

Height 6 4

Floor Ground Ground



AL HOSN BALLROOM



LAVISH ELEGANCE  
Settle in with a comfortable 15-minute journey from Salalah International Airport to our 
luxury resort on Dhofar’s south coast. Connected to the world with direct flights across 
the Gulf, Salalah hosts prestigious government, business, and personal events in an 
enchanting beachfront garden setting. 

RESORT FEATURES:

●   30 Deluxe rooms
●   10 Junior Suites
●   96 villas, including 88 private pool villas
●   Al Hosn Ballroom and Safar Boardroom
●   Private 250 metre beach
●   Award-winning Anantara Spa 
●   Spice Spoons Thai and Arabian cooking classes
●   Flexible meeting and event spaces

AlBaleedResortSalalah anantarasalalah anantarasalalah



REFRESHING HOTEL 
AMENITIES
You don’t have to travel to relax. Choose an array of entertainments 
within Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara from Thai boxing to 
tennis, camel riding to yoga, and table tennis to basking on the 
beach. Our outdoor infinity pool and terrace offer unblemished 
views of the ocean. 

●   Four restaurants and lounges
●   Outdoor temperature-controlled infinity swimming pool
●   Award-winning Anantara Spa 
●   Gym, tennis court, table tennis, badminton court    
●   Kids and teens clubs 
●   Prayer rooms
●   Local excursions



DINING
SAKALAN
Translating as ‘The Land of Frankincense’, Sakalan invites you to curate your own 
gourmet banquet among open kitchens and live cooking stations. Take a seat in 
the chic interior or on the spacious terrace overlooking the infinity pool. Sakalan 
can be privatised for lunch.

AL MINA
Taste fresh Mediterranean flavours on the Omani coast at our beachside 
restaurant. Sample zesty and refreshing dishes created with seasonal 
ingredients and the day’s seafood catch. After sunset, sit back in 
serene sophistication with expertly poured drinks and smooth shisha.

MEKONG
Cruise the cuisines of the mighty Mekong River at our signature Asian 
restaurant. Mekong offers a voyage of discovery through the flavours of China, 
Thailand, and Vietnam. Enjoy them in the elegant dining room, private dining 
room, or romantic atmosphere of the outdoor terrace. 

DAKAR JAZZ LOUNGE
Dakar Jazz Lounge is the perfect place to pull up a stool and let the music flood 
your veins. The cosy ambiance invites you to indulge in some gourmet bites as 
the day gently draws to a close. Elegant Salalah evenings are made amid the oak 
panels as you sup on expertly-mixed beverages.

DINING BY DESIGN 
Create something extraordinary with Anantara’s exclusive private dining concept. 
Collaborate with your chef to develop a personal menu. 



EPIC EXPERIENCES
Celebrate your incredible location and uncover the adventures and 
attractions of Salalah. Visit UNESCO World Heritage sites. Cruise the 
Arabian sea at sunset. Explore in the serene sands of the desert. Hike 
the Jabal Samhan Mountain. Or explore the wonders of history and 
nature on a Jebel Safari.

SALALAH ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: 

•   Dhow cruise 
•   Jebel safari
•   Desert tour
•   Diving and snorkelling
•   Fishing
•   Nature hikes
•   Beach excursions
•   Salalah city tour (Hafa Souq)
•   Cultural and heritage tours (UNESCO World Heritage sites)
•   Dolphin watching



WEDDINGS AND SPECIAL OCCASIONS
 
Revel in romance when you celebrate your love in Anantara luxury. Say “I do” beside the 
waves or exchange vows under the ballroom lights. Make unforgettable moments with 
the people you love. 

Choose an elegant poolside banquet. Harness the joy of dancing among smiling faces. 
Share heartfelt goodnights in your own private villa. Celebrate with three hundred guests 
on our white sand beach or share special moments in intimate arrangements. It’s your day, 
let’s make it momentous.

Love is for life, not just for weddings. Plan a proposal under the stars or mark a special 
occasion with an indulgent spa day and dining experience for two. Let our fortress 
architecture, blue sea, and majestic mountains be the backdrop to photos you will 
cherish forever.

Be inspired at Anantara and trust us to help make your memorable moments magical.



LIFE IS A JOURNEY.
 

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara
P.O. Box 360, P.C. 214, Al Mansurah Street, Al Baleed, Salalah, Sultanate of Oman

T +968 2322 8222 F +968 2322 8111 E albaleedsalalah@anantara.com
anantara.com


